[Effects of aging and post-translational modifications on molecular chaperone-like activity of alpha-crystalline].
To study the affects of aging and post-translational modifications in vitro on rabbit alpha-crystalline molecular chaperone-like activity. (1) Rabbits with three different ages (3 days old, 3 months old and 2 years old) were chosen in the study. The water-soluble crystalline in the three age groups was purified by Sephadex G-200 gel filtration. Different abilities of them to protect beta-low crystalline from thermal aggregation were observed. (2) Incubation of alpha-crystalline with fructose or with H(2)O(2) was carried out for 24 hours. Fructose was used for glycosylation and H(2)O(2) for oxidation of alpha-crystalline. Different abilities of modified and unmodified alpha-crystalline to protect beta-low crystalline from aggregation were observed. (1) alpha-Crystalline of 3 months old rabbit has more ability to protect beta-low crystalline from aggregation than 2 years old rabbit but less ability than 3 days old rabbit. (2) The glycosylated and oxidized alpha-crystalline have less ability to protect beta-low crystalline from aggregation than the unmodified alpha-crystalline. (1) With aging rabbit alpha-crystallines gradually lose their molecular chaperone-like ability. (2) The modified alpha-crystallines show the loss in molecular chaperone-like ability the most.